
EQUITIES LEADERS SUMMIT TECHNOLOGY INNOVATION DAYTUE DEC
03

Enhancing Your Trade Workflow

Welcome Registration and Lunch12:00 pm

Chairperson’s Opening Remarks
Richard Johnson, Senior Analyst, Market Structure and Technology, Greenwich Associates

1:00 pm

1:10 pm ALL STAR BUY SIDE PANEL: Overcoming liquidity fragmentation – What steps can you take to ensure you have the best possible access to liquidity as and when you need it?

 � Improving your access to liquidity - What is the current buy side wish-list for new liquidity initiatives?

 �  How buy side desks can gain understanding of how each venue operates in order to harness the maximum benefit of its liquidity without leaking too much information?

 � With higher adoption of algos how can buy side trade large size orders and what new tools and technologies are helping traders gather liquidity while minimising the market impact and enhancing returns?

 � With the exchanges becoming data organisations what are the ways to analyse and evidence the quality of different execution venues?

 � Will different electronic execution channels as block trading and large in scale (LIS) continue to provide quality liquidity?

Bill Skutch, Head Trader, Scopus Asset Management
Jason Vedder, Managing Director and Head of Trading, Driehaus Capital Management

Evan Gasman, Trading Operations Director, AC Investment Management 
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EQUITIES LEADERS SUMMIT TECHNOLOGY INNOVATION DAYTUE DEC
03

ALL STAR BUY SIDE PANEL: Harnessing data to gain the information edge - How can you ensure you are sourcing, aggregating and using your data to 
enhance your overall performance?

 �  How can you use the data sources available from the breadth of the market to increase trading effectiveness?

 � The buy side revolution- How are the buy side developing data aggregation and risk tools to be less dependent on brokers for their data needs?

 � How are increased requests and requirements from clients and their consultants is influencing trade decisions and data strategy?

 � How to normalize your data and ensure high-quality data is available for your machine learning initiatives

 � How can you use aggregated data approaches for new trading mandates that allow for informed and accurate repositioning of portfolios?

 � How can data aggregation not only help you comply but create a competitive advantage for your desk?

Alex Budny, Global Head of Trade Analytics, State Street Global Advisors
Meredith Shifman, Head of Trading Governance, Morgan Stanley Investment Management

Enrico Cacciatore, Head of Market Structure and Trading Analytics, Voya Investment Management

1:50 pm

Panellists: 

Coffee Break2:40 pm
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EQUITIES LEADERS SUMMIT TECHNOLOGY INNOVATION DAYTUE DEC
03

PROVIDERS IN THE SPOTLIGHT: What new data and analytics innovation 
is each provider promoting to help you gain an information edge?

 � Innovation promoted

 � Unique selling point

 � Buy side adoption rates

Listen to a 10-minute innovation pitch from each platform to fully understand:

3:20 pm

DRILL-DOWN ROUNDTABLES: Evaluate 1-4 of the newest data and 
analytics offerings with your peers to understand who is best placed to 
help you gain the information edge

 � Roundtable 1: Dash Financial Technologies

 � Roundtable 2: Potamus Trading

Break into groups of 8 buy side and sit down with each provider to engage in an 
open Q&A discussion with your peers

4:00 pm DRILL-DOWN ROUNDTABLES: Evaluate 1-4 of the newest liquidity 
initiatives with your peers to understand who is best placed to meet 
your liquidity needs

 � Roundtable 1: Instinet

Break into groups of 8 buy side and sit down with each initiative to engage in an 
open Q&A discussion with your peers

4:00 pm

PROVIDERS IN THE SPOTLIGHT: What new trading protocol and 
innovation is each platform promoting to improve your access to new 
liquidity pools?

 � Trading protocol or innovation promoted

 � Unique selling point

 � Buy side adoption rates

Listen to a 10-minute innovation pitch from each platform to fully understand:

3:20 pm

 *Each roundtable lasts 20 minutes   *Each roundtable lasts 20 minutes  

Buy Side Evaluation Day Drinks Reception - Available to Evaluation Day Attendees Only5:20 pm

Best Execution Initiatives New Trading Protocol Initiatives

 � Roundtable 2: Citi
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MAIN DAY ONEWED DEC
04

Thriving in a New Market Order

Registration and Breakfast7:30 am

Welcome Address
Liuba Pignataro, Editorial Director, Worldwide Business Research

8:30 am

Chairperson’s Opening Remarks
Spencer Mindlin,Capital Markets Industry Analyst, Aite Group

8:35 am

BUY SIDE KEYNOTE: Leading the way through change – Creating a dynamic team structure and trading strategy that encourages constant innovation and adaptability to 
growth on a global scale

 � Defining diversity - What does diversity mean to you as a global leader at you organisation?

 �  Building a trading desk – What are the newer skill-set requirements for successful trading desks and what are the tangible benefits of a well-rounded team? How can the industry better encourage a more inclusive workforce?

 �  How to think of the diversity externally – What is the most important to your clients and how do you as an organization engage with minority firms to deliver best execution strategy?

 � How to align your internal diversity with your external clients and what are the ways of doing this - How do you provide clients with access to your business while also allowing them to be successful and profitable? 

 �  How has Blackrock leveraged a dynamic organizational structure and leadership to create a global solution to your investors’ needs?

Paul Whitehead, Global Head of Equity Trading, BlackRock
Ingrid Jacobs, Chief Diversity Officer, Eaton Vance

8:40 am

In his role at BlackRock, Paul has been responsible for creating a dynamic, team structure and trading strategy that encourages constant innovation, diversity of thought and adaptability to growth on a global scale. Ingrid is a 
highly experienced diversity leader with excellent communication skills and a proven track record of managing and executing key strategic diversity initiatives as well as strong experience in staffing and training. Join Paul and 
Ingrid as they define how you can be influential in driving cross-divisional diversity and inclusion initiatives, and learn what the true diversity of thought can bring to your organization and how to attract and integrate diversity 
into leadership and your client base.
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ALL STAR PANEL: A brave new world for capital markets – What does it take to thrive in the ever evolving global trading environment where innovation, transformation 
and renewal wins?

 � Where are the opportunities being seen in the market given the constantly evolving regulatory landscape and how are the leading brokers preparing for long term survival?

 � How has continued growth of systematic trading, the SEC evaluation of the maker/taker model and the enhancements to Rule 606 influenced the equities market structure in 2019 and what impact will this have over the next 12 months?

 � Assessing the impact of new market entrants – What are the effects on fees, competition and the wider ecosystem?

 � Dark pools vs. Exchanges – How is the Transaction Fee Pilot going to impact exchanges, ATSs and dark pools and what behavioural changes will happen as a result of this?

Eden Simmer, Global Head of Equity Trading, PIMCO
Moderator: Spencer Mindlin, Capital Markets Industry Analyst, Aite Group

Mehmet Kinak, Global Head of Systematic Trading, T. Rowe Price

TBC, Jane Street

Jonathan Kellner, Chief Executive Officer, MEMX

TBC, Goldman Sachs

9.00 am

FIRESIDE CHAT: Multilateral to Bilateral - The Future of High Touch Trading

 � With increased use of algorithms, dark pools and electronic market makers, what impact has this had on high touch trading? 

 � What are currently the most commonly used execution channels for the buy side?

 � Is Central Risk Book (CRB) the optimal method for minimizing trading costs, managing risk, and, therefore, providing liquidity?

 � Evolution of IOIs and the new ways of sourcing liquidity- How will this impact buy side trading flows?

Moderator: Tim Mahoney,Chief Executive Officer, BIDS Trading
Isaac Chang, Co-Head of Global Trading, AQR Capital Management
Mani Singh, Managing Director, Global Head of Platform Sales, Citi

9.40 am

Market structure changes over the last decade have been defined by the 2008 financial crisis. In this post-credit crisis era with enhanced electronification, low volatility and the growth in importance of exchanges amongst many 
other things, the face of the equity market structure is changing for good. Join our first panel of the conference and find out what it takes to succeed in a new market order. 

The death of the trader is an exaggerated term that is thrown around equity markets, and there is no doubt the human element of equity trading is here to stay. While algorithms, AI and automation is a growing trend, they 
will not replace the human trader for need and importance, and voice communications remain a crucial element of execution. Join AQR Capital Management, Citi and BIDS Trading as they define how voice communications will 
always compliment automated flows and sit at the heart of global financial markets.
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Morning Networking  Break10:20 am MORNING ETF MASTERCLASS: How active managers can use ETFs to your advantage - what 
trading strategies and technologies should you implement to benefit from the get go?

 � How active managers can utilize ETFs to gain desired exposure - what tooling style active managers use versus passive?

 �  How the ETF rule has changed the way that the ETFs operate and the entire landscape - who is benefitted from the changes and how? 

 � How ETFs are used to help in trading and get faster and easier access to liquidity?

 � Analysing  the latest Innovations in trading platforms and ETF trading tools

 � The latest developments in the use of AI in ETFs space – examining AI Powered Equity ETF

10:20 am

New Frontiers in Best Execution
TECHNOLOGY KEYNOTE: What are the top 3 innovation trends shaping the future of the equity trading landscape and how can you 
position yourself to capitalize on these trends?

 � Preparing for the next big thing – Where is the next paradigm shift coming from and how can you position yourself to capture its benefits?

 � Buy side resource allocation in 2019 – How are you connecting to new trading venues, managing resourcing constraints and keeping up to date with a constantly changing market structure?

 � How can new data and automation tools enable you to speed up processes, record information in a quicker, more structured format, and address issues related to regulatory reporting, compliance and trade reconstruction?

 � Focus on technology, algorithms, and connectivity – Which tools are crucial to enable traders to lower their transaction costs and improve efficiencies across the full trade lifecycle?

Jon Glennie, Global Head of Equities Trading Technology, J.P. Morgan Asset Management

11:00 am

SELL SIDE KEYNOTE: Jane Street- Topic TBC10:00 am

Hosted by State Street Global Advisors, SPDR

Jon heads up JP Morgan Asset Management’s Equities Trading Technology function globally and has in excess of 20 years’ experience in technology development and engineering in a variety of environments. Jon’s current focus 
is in bringing cutting edge technology to buy-side trading desks to streamline the trading process and automate the order execution of more routine flow. 
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ALL STAR PANEL: Addressing the liquidity conundrum - How can you ensure you are building a liquidity sourcing strategy that will enable you to thrive in ever-changing 
market conditions?

 � New exchanges – Is this beneficial for liquidity seeking or will bring even more fragmentation to the market?

 � The effects of MiFID II – How is it changing the liquidity pools; is there a material change in terms of the availability of sell-side liquidity?

 � How has the focus on best execution impacted liquidity formation in the market as institutions gravitate towards venues where they can achieve the best possible execution?

 � Assessing the best avenues to market – How is the buy-side currently interacting with the markets both directly, indirectly and what are the results from this?

Frank Loughlin, Global Co-Head of Equity Trading, AllianceBernstein
Moderator: Spencer Mindlin, Capital Markets Industry Analyst, Aite Group

Ryan Larson, Head of Equity Trading, U.S., RBC Global Asset Management

Michael Warlan, Global Head of Trading, Third Avenue Management

Vlad Khandros, Global Head of Market Structure & Liquidity Strategy, UBS

11:20 am

MAIN DAY ONEWED DEC
04

SPOTLIGHT ON INNOVATION: Rise of the robots – How should modern AI be used to empower your trading teams to thrive in an increasingly complex equities market?

 � Empowering your trading teams with AI and machine learning – How are the buy side practically applying this now to generate alpha and move them ahead of the competition? 

 � Overcoming the current challenges of AI for equity trading – How has AI developed to overcome the transparency, speed and information leakage challenges to offer new frontiers in equity trading? 

 �  Examining current use cases for AI, ML and RPA in equity trading – Assessing the key competencies of modern AI and insights into what it takes to succeed while implementing AI and reinforcement learning

 �  Incorporating reinforcement learning and AI to remove trade bias – Where is AI driving efficiencies across the full trade life cycle from investment idea to order placement?

 �  Assessing the core optimisation frameworks behind machine learning – How is this driving buy side strategy selection, urgency, and participation levels?

Alex Shindich, Head of Equity OMS & Trading Technology, Capital Group
Moderator: Greg Tusar, Founder and Chief Technology Officer, Tagomi 

Jon Glennie, Global Head of Equities Trading Technology, J.P. Morgan Asset Management

Enrico Cacciatore, Head of Market Structure and Trading Analytics, Voya Investment Management

12:00 pm

The US equities market is becoming increasingly efficient, and is now commonly regarded as the best in the world; spreads are reducing, execution costs are dropping and liquidity is increasing. Join our equity leaders as they 
outline how you can benefit from this evolution and increased industry competition, which will enable you to ensure you are tapping into the right pools of liquidity.

We are now at the forefront of the AI industrial revolution, and buy side firms are looking to combine AI with the human touch to augment human intelligence in decision making. Traders worldwide are looking to apply AI now 
to enhance their trading capabilities and give them a competitive edge. Join our industry leaders who are in pole position to capitalize on this revolution.

CODA Markets, TBC

DASH Financial Technologies, TBC
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Special Guest Speaker
GUEST SPEAKER: Behavioural finance – How can we better understand the decisions we make and explore the inherent biases we must overcome to achieve our long-term 
investment goals?

12:20 pm

Lunch and Networking Break12:40 pm

Lunch Masterclass- Hosted by BAML12:40 pm
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BUILDING A BEST-IN-CLASS  
EQUITIES DESK

TRACK A TRACK B TRACK C TRACK D

IMPLEMENTING NEXT-GEN  
TRADING TECHNOLOGY BUY SIDE ONLY WORKSHOPS HEAD TRADER VIP BOARDROOMS

Chaired by Richard Johnson, Senior Analyst,  
Market Structure and Technology, 

Greenwich Associates
Chaired by Spencer Mindlin, Capital  

Markets Industry Analyst, Aite Group
*Open to a maximum of  
20 buy side attendees* 

*Invitation only- Open to a maximum  
of 15 buy side attendees* 

OXFORD STYLE DEBATE:  TRUE OR 
FALSE: With increasing reliance on data and 
technology the human element of equity 
trading is a dying art

 � 10-year anniversary of algorithms and we are still here – 
Do we still need humans to build relationships?

 � The use of quantitative technics versus human 
judgement - Do we need a human intuition and 
experience in the era of decisions drawn on years of 
data?

 � Balancing technology with a human touch - Is there a 
way the two can coexist and add to one another?

 � Will trading be outsourced in the future?

True: Christopher Fiorito, Trading Director, River 
Road Asset Management
False: Tereck Fares, Equity Trading Director, Chicago 
Equity Partners

Joseph Bacchi, Head of Multi-Asset Trading & 
Investment Operations, Acadian Asset Management

2:00 pm
360 PERSPECTIVE:  Adapting your approach to 
algos in a new trading landscape – How should 
you use modern algos to consistently achieve 
best execution and increase trader productivity?

 � Redefining an Algo Wheel – Can we all define an algo 
wheel and its usage in the same way?

 � How to focus on trends and use PM profiling to align PM 
biases with effective trading strategies?

 � With the increase of high touch automation how can we 
increasingly bring constituency around IOI flow and block 
trading to make it more systematic?

 � How can you measure and analyse your data and what 
sample size would be required to derive a meaningful 
conclusion about your brokers?

Khurram Malik, Head Of Equities Trading Technology, 
Capital Group
Rob Dynan, Managing Director, Global Head of Equity 
Trading Technology, Wellington Management

Jason Siegendorf, Head of Trading Analytics and 
Trader, Harris Associates

2:00 pm

INTERACTIVE WORKSHOP:  Utilizing ETF 
Options- Analysing the construction, use cases 
and avenues to trade them in an efficient and 
cost effective manner

2:00 pm - 3:00 pm
BUY SIDE BOARDROOM: Trader and 
portfolio manager collaboration – How are the 
traditional skillsets becoming more aligned as 
buy side firms reduce silos and create a more 
streamlined investment division?

 � Creating greater alignment between PM and traders – 
How the trader skillset is evolving to assist more in the 
investment process (order intentions, alpha profiling, 
factors at work in the market, etc.)?

 � What are the value-creating qualities of the trading desk?

 � How can traders enhance the fund performance not only 
preserving it but also generating alpha?

 � Deconstruction of alpha and different trading strategies 
- How the alpha profiles of the stocks you are trading 
affect your trading strategy and trading style?

Hosted by: Asha Mehta, Senior Portfolio Manager, 
Acadian Asset Management

Ted Drury, Global Head of Trading, UBS O’Connor

2:00 pm - 2:50 pm

MAIN DAY ONEWED DEC
04

Moderator: Spencer Mindlin, Capital Markets 
Industry Analyst, Aite Group

Hosted by: Tradeweb
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FIRESIDE CHAT: Building winning teams - What 
steps are crucial to recruiting, developing and 
retaining top talent to give you the edge?

 � What is the perfect recipe for hiring, training and 
retaining top talent in today’s highly competitive market 
conditions?

 � What are the newer skill-set requirements for successful 
trading desks and what are the tangible benefits of a 
diverse team?

 � Overcoming unconscious biases - What benefits can this 
really bring to your organisation?

 � How can the industry better encourage a more diverse 
and inclusive workforce?

Moderator: Jennifer Litwin, Senior Vice President 
and Head of Relationship Management, Greenwich 
Associates
Eden Simmer, Head of Global Equity Trading, PIMCO

Nisa Amoils, Venture and Growth Investor, Managing 
Director, Grasshopper Capital

Ted Drury, Global Head of Trading, UBS O’Connor

2:40 pm

360 CASE STUDY:  Succeeding in data driven 
markets: How to move your TCA beyond just 
venue analysis and routing performance to 
improve performance?

 � Beyond box ticking- Where can modern TCA help you 
achieve significant cost reductions on your desk?

 � How can you ensure your TCA goes beyond price and 
gives you increased scrutiny across the full investment 
process?

 � Practical applications – How does the data we produce 
affect our trading decisions, change the way we trade 
and reduce transaction costs?

 � How can you move from reporting and analysing the 
numbers to focusing on reducing your costs?

 � Is there a new solution that could offer a new look or a 
new feel to venue analysis or order types?

 � Managing your cost vs. real time TCA - What is driving 
increase in real time TCA

Miles Huffman, Head of Quant Analytics, Vanguard

2:40 pm
INTERACTIVE BOARDROOM: Restructuring 
your desk in an age of margin pressures – How 
can you define a growth agenda to generate 
greater alpha to serve the needs of your 
investors?

 � Evolution of the trading desk – What steps can you take 
to withstand increasing margin pressures

 � In the light of the fee pressures how are US equity asset 
managers disclose and manage costs with the shrinking 
assets?

 � New realities of a trading desk – How to do more with a 
smaller budget?

 � Assessing the technology, people and processes to set 
yourself apart in 2020- what now constitutes a best in 
class equities trading desk?

Hosted by: Michael Warlan, Head of Global Trading, 
Third Avenue Management

Leonid Hmelnitsky, Independent Expert, former Head 
of Global Equity Trading at Mellon Capital

2:50 pm - 3:40 pm

BUILDING A BEST-IN-CLASS  
EQUITIES DESK

TRACK A TRACK B TRACK C TRACK D

IMPLEMENTING NEXT-GEN  
TRADING TECHNOLOGY BUY SIDE ONLY WORKSHOPS HEAD TRADER VIP BOARDROOMS

Chaired by Richard Johnson, Senior Analyst,  
Market Structure and Technology, 

Greenwich Associates
Chaired by Spencer Mindlin, Capital  

Markets Industry Analyst, Aite Group
*Open to a maximum of  
20 buy side attendees* 

*Invitation only- Open to a maximum  
of 15 buy side attendees* 
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BUILDING A BEST-IN-CLASS EQUITIES DESK

TRACK A TRACK B

IMPLEMENTING NEXT-GEN TRADING TECHNOLOGY

Chaired by Richard Johnson, Senior Analyst,  
Market Structure and Technology, 

Greenwich Associates
Chaired by Spencer Mindlin, Capital  

Markets Industry Analyst, Aite Group

OXFORD STYLE DEBATE:  TRUE OR FALSE: Outsourcing your execution services is the most time 
and cost-effective way to ensure best execution and compliance in today’s trading landscape

 � How have changes in broker fees driven the appetite for more transparent services and what does this mean for the future 
of asset management and outsourced services?

 � Analysing pros and cons of outsourcing and common misconceptions of what it is and how it can be used.

 � What trading functions are currently being outsourced and how it can be added to a trade desk? (overnight trading, TCA, 
outsourced data retention, regulatory compliance and reporting)

 � How can outsourcing be used as an extension of the trading desk to reduce your broker list and get extra traders for less 
cost?

 � How do you incorporate an outsourced trading desk into your operational model so that you are managing that 
relationship rather than being displaced by it?

Against: Neutral: Bill Skutch, Head Trader, Scopus Asset Management

For: Aaron Hantman, Chief Executive Officer, Tourmaline Partners

3:10 pm
CASE STUDY REVOLUTION:  The use and abuse of VWAP - Are VWAP strategies are 
truly commoditized?

In certain quarters over the past few years, VWAP algorithms have fallen into some disrepute. Nonetheless VWAP 
strategies continue to be widely used by the trading community and a detailed understanding of their behaviour 
characteristics in important for buy-side usage of them. LiquidMetrix case study focuses on the question of whether 
VWAP strategies are truly commoditized. 

Are all sell-side VWAP Algo’s essentially the same? 

Henry Yegerman will present a TCA case study examining data from different broker’s VWAP algorithms analysing how 
they are similar and how they differ. He will compare them with respect to risk, seasonality, trading efficiency and post-
trade price movement and consider the implications for topics such as Algo wheel selection.

3:00 pm

Afternoon Networking Break3:40 pm

MAIN DAY ONEWED DEC
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Neutral: Bill Skutch, Head Trader, Scopus Asset Management

Henry Yegerman, Global Head of Sales and Strategy, ISS LiquidMetrix

Afternoon Masterclass- Hosted by Bloomberg
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360 PERSPECTIVED:  The changing face of high 
and low touch execution - How can you best 
combine humans with machines to increase 
efficiencies across your desk?

 � What skill-set is required from the modern-day equity 
trading floor compared to the last decade and how the 
trading teams have been adjusted on the back of this?

 � Balancing technology with a human touch - what is your 
current ratio in terms of the technology and people?

 � Re-thinking low touch vs high touch trading – Is it 
possible to create a hybrid model where electronic and 
high touch become the same desk?

 � What buy-side desks are focusing on right now to up 
their performance game?

 � How is the increased reliance on data and analytics 
enhancing the decision-making process?

Chris Maxmin, Director, Deutsche Bank  
Private Wealth
Lisa Utasi, Director and Senior Trader,  
ClearBridge Investments

Bill Skutch, Head Trader, Scopus  
Asset Management

4:10 pm
360 PERSPECTIVE:  A new age of equity trading 
- How are the buy side benefitting from AI, ML 
and RPA today to drive greater value from their 
trades?

 � What artificial intelligence, natural language and deep 
learning techniques can be employed to create even 
more insightful, real-time analysis to help traders 
generate alpha?

 � Which advanced data analytics, machine learning, data 
science and visualization techniques can help to display, 
consume and analyse your data in a different way?

 � How next-generation collaborative tools and enhanced 
decision-making shift traders focus towards value-added 
tasks requiring judgement and experience

 � What open-source machine-learning tools can allow any 
company to become AI-enabled?

Moderator: David Firmin, Managing Director, Head of 
Global Trading Research, Instinet

Keri Tusa, Director and Global Head of Trading 
Technology, Lazard Asset Management (TBC) 

4:10 pm
INTERACTIVE WORKSHOP: Investing in 
a data-driven future – How can you ensure 
the alternative data sets you are using can 
enable you to outperform in an increasingly 
competitive market?

 � Are alternative data sets really the Holy Grail? How to 
ensure the data you have is cost efficient and can help 
you find alternative alpha

 � Assessing the costs of alternative data- How can you 
ensure you are disciplined enough to use the right 
alternative data in your portfolio?

 � How can you establish the right sources of alternative 
data to ensure they are adding significant value to your 
investment process?

 � Assessing the alternative data landscape and how 
to approach different types of data in terms of pre-
processing and cost analysis

 � What people and processes need to be in place to 
extract insights from the data and apply them to the 
particular investment process?

Olga Kokareva, Head of Data Sourcing and Strategy, 
Quantstellation

4:10 pm
DIVERSITY AND INCLUSION 
NETWORKING GROUP: Improving 
opportunities for all in capital markets - 
Covering everything from communications, 
self-branding and career progression and 
how diversity can be used as a competitive 
advantage on your equity trading desk

Hosted by Jennifer Litwin, Senior Vice President 
and Head of Relationship Management, Greenwich 
Associates
Ingrid Jacobs, Chief Diversity Officer, Eaton Vance

4:10 pm

We encourage both men and women to attend this session 
to discuss this hugely important topic in the industry
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BUILDING A BEST-IN-CLASS  
EQUITIES DESK

TRACK A TRACK B TRACK C TRACK D

IMPLEMENTING NEXT-GEN  
TRADING TECHNOLOGY BUY SIDE ONLY WORKSHOPS HEAD TRADER VIP BOARDROOMS

Chaired by Richard Johnson, Senior Analyst,  
Market Structure and Technology, 

Greenwich Associates
Chaired by Spencer Mindlin, Capital  

Markets Industry Analyst, Aite Group
*Open to a maximum of  
20 buy side attendees* 

*Invitation only- Open to a maximum  
of 15 buy side attendees* 
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Chaired by Richard Johnson, Senior Analyst,  
Market Structure and Technology, 

Greenwich Associates
Chaired by Spencer Mindlin, Capital  

Markets Industry Analyst, Aite Group

FIRESIDE CHAT:  Managing liquidity, execution and risk in block trading - How can you best 
structure your desk to benefit from block trading and effectively measure performance?

 � Analysing block trading workflow for lit markets and dark pools - What are the latest solutions and how are they 
ensuring best execution of block orders?

 � Natural block liquidity - How can you best source and access liquidity? Are conditional orders the great liquidity 
aggregator?

 � How can you best structure your desk to benefit from block trading and effectively measure block performance?

 � How do you manage the risk of market impact and opportunity costs as trading increasingly relies on algorithms and 
order sizes continue to shrink?

Lisa Utasi, Director and Senior Trader, ClearBridge Investments

4:50 pm
CASE STUDY:  Trading in the cloud - How are the buy side reaping the scalability and flexibility of 
cloud based infrastructures now?

 � Understanding the benefits of a cloud-based infrastructure – scalability with flexibility

 � How are asset managers using cloud? How to take your internal systems to externa cloud providers?

 � With most firms putting their systems into outsourcing to the same providers – what kind of consolidation risk does this 
lead to for the industry?

 � The current state of data and storage, what are improvements and forecasts?

4:50 pm

BUILDING A BEST-IN-CLASS EQUITIES DESK

TRACK A TRACK B

IMPLEMENTING NEXT-GEN TRADING TECHNOLOGY

MAIN DAY ONEWED DEC
04

Chaired by Richard Johnson, Senior Analyst,  
Market Structure and Technology, 

Greenwich Associates
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Special Guest Speaker
Special Guest Speaker: Current global geopolitical trends and equities outlook — Central banks to the rescue? Don’t count on it

 �  Assessing the main events of 2019 - What impacted your views of investment opportunities and risks in today’s markets?

 �  With global growth slowing and markets feeling the effects of US/China trade tensions, do central banks have the tools they need to respond?

 �  With trade wars and tariffs negatively impacting growth – what are the implications for equities? Do we expect a recession?

 �  Rise of global populism – Examining the investing implications. Is it a good time for investors to adopt more defensive positions and seek out diversified sources of income?

 � Equities outlook - Solid backdrop, but shall we expect more volatility?

5:10 pm

Close of the Day5.30 pm

Networking Drinks Reception hosted by Instinet6:10 pm

Hosted by Win Tin, Global Head of Strategy, Brown Brothers Harriman & Co
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MAIN DAY TWOTHU DEC
05

Registration and Breakfast8:00 am

Preparing For The Next Big Thing

Chairperson’s Opening Remarks
Leonid Hmelnitsky, Independent Expert, former Head of Global Equity Trading at Mellon Capital

8:55 am

CIO KEYNOTE: How geo-political tensions and changing investment habits are influencing equity markets and how can you best prepare for the challenges and 
opportunities on your desk?

 � How is the rise of passive investing and risk premia strategies impacting traditional equity markets and how the market can be better aligned with these changes?

 � Global view – How are US protectionist policies and slowing growth in the UK and Eurozone is affecting stock markets volumes?

 � Addressing Brexit uncertainty – what steps can you take to best manage the political risk in the UK over the next 12 months to minimize impact on your investments?

 � Gaining access to Chinese markets – How can you capitalise on the new opportunities China presents as their markets open up to foreign investors?How can further developments in the use of artificial intelligence and 
data science continue to improve the investment decision making process?

9:00 am

ALL STAR PANEL: Capitalizing on the ETF revolution: What are the 4 biggest trends driving ETF growth and how can you capitalize on these

 �  Why has the shift of assets from active management to index strategies become one of the main drivers of growth for ETFs?

 � How are active managers utilizing ETFs for more reliable and efficient liquidity?

 � How recent regulatory developments impacting ETFs trading and what impact has the latest order routing disclosures had on equity markets?

 � ETF execution strategies – What innovations in platforms and trading tools can enable you to trade ETFs more efficiently and help you achieve best execution on a regular basis? 

 � How can you use ETF to minimize your trading costs?

 � Active semi-transparent ETFs – How are active managers reaping the benefits of these new ETF instruments and are they offering the boon active managers expected?

Moderator: Ari Burstein, President, Capital Markets Strategies
Michael Buek, Principal, Head of US Index Portfolio Management, Trading Desk, Vanguard
Michael Clements, Chief Trader, Employees Retirement System of Texas
Clive Williams, Global Head of Equity Trading, T. Rowe Price
Adam Gould, Head of U.S. Equities, Tradeweb

9:20 am

ETF’s have become the go-to instrument for traders looking for instant liquidity and exposure to markets across global capital markets. ETF markets are on an upward trajectory and account for a huge piece of the equity market. The 
growth of ETFs has continued to lure in even more new investors; find out how you can capitalize on the ETF revolution during our first panel on day 2 with our ETF experts. 
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REGULATORY KEYNOTE: SEC equity market structure initiatives for 2020 – Potential initiatives to further modernise the national market system
Brett Redfearn, Director, Division of Trading and Markets, U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC)

10:00 am

Morning Networking Break10:40 am

FIRESIDE CHAT: Analysing the current market data landscape, market access services and their associated fees – what steps can be taken to 
improve products and services?

 � What are the current SEC priorities in the market data space – Fees, SIP issues, better guidance on best execution?

 � How can latency and luck of content to be addressed to make something that competitive trade business can use?

 � Fees, fairness and competition – How to make sure that participants who can afford the fastest, best collocated product are not getting their data and information at the slower speed and slower access to the market?

 � Assessing core data infrastructure along with a review of public transparency – should core data be free?

11:00 am

Brett Redfearn was named the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission’s Director of the Division of Trading and Markets in October 2017. Mr. Redfearn has a long history in the U.S. equity markets, having worked with investors, 
exchanges and broker-dealers. During his career, he has focused on how technology, regulation and business trends are changing trading patterns across asset classes and geographic regions. He has helped build electronic trading 
products, worked closely with exchanges and other trading venues as these products evolved, and engaged with global asset managers on major regulatory developments. 

The pace of change towards data driven trading shows no pace of slowing. Despite the saturation in the use of equity TCA which has become an essential part of the trader toolkit over the past decade, we are seeing TCA and data driven 
insights become even more ingrained in the equity trading workflow. With some of the top market makers and proprietary firms already at the forefront of trading analytics, the rest of the market is set to follow, and adoption of more 
granular data analysis is continuing to increase. Find out how you can give yourself the competitive edge during our buy side focused fireside chat with Lisa Utasi. 

Lisa Utasi, Director and Senior Trader, ClearBridge Investments
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SPECIAL GUEST SPEAKER: 5 Steps to Trust: How this counterintelligence agent learned the secret of getting people to trust him

Robin is a retired FBI Special Agent and Chief of the Counterintelligence Behavioural Analysis Program and has taken his life’s work of recruiting spies and broken the art of leadership and relationship building into Five Steps to TRUST. In 
this dynamic session learn from Robin’s 20-years experience in the FBI and find out everything you need to know to gain peoples trust.

Robin Dreeke, Author, former FBI Special Agent and Chief of the Counterintelligence Behavioural Analysis Program

12:00 pm

OXFORD STYLE DEBATE: The impact of digitalization of assets – Will digital assets bring true globalization in financial markets?

Chairperson’s Closing Remarks

 � Digitalization of assets - impact of blockchain technology and the digital market structure

 � Globalization – are the digital assets poised to start breaking down the borders to allow for more global efficiencies for asset managers?

 � Understanding the benefits of a digital trading technology to maximise data and analytical capabilities

 � The tension between the regulation and technology – how regulation is preparing for globalization of finance?

Nisa Amoils,Venture and Growth Investor, Managing Director, Grasshopper Capital

Moderator: Leonid Hmelnitsky,Independent Expert, former Head of Global Equity Trading at Mellon Capital

Greg Tusar, Founder and Chief Technology Officer, Tagomi

Dave Weisberger, Head of Crypto, ViableMKTS

12:20 pm

12:20 pm

Embracing Disruption 
ELS SHARK TANK: Examining the latest and greatest innovations in equity trading technology: Which offer true added value and should be considered for your future 
investment plans?

Join this exciting ‘Shark Tank’ style session, where you will hear from four new and innovative start-up FINTECH firms as they present their offerings in a bid to win first place. Listen up as the ’sharks’ review the technologies’ benefits to your 
business, predict their future success and deliver their verdicts. The ultimate decision is in your hands though, as the audience get to vote for their favourite. Will you find the next big thing?

Judges: Leonid Hmelnitsky, Independent Expert, former Head of Global Equity Trading at Mellon Capital 

Nisa Amoils, Venture and Growth Investor, Managing Director, Grasshopper Capital

11:20 am

With globalization, new technologies are emerging in the environment in which we live and impacting society as a whole. Cryptocurrencies are one of the novelties in the context of globalization, however do these cryptocurrencies really 
have a place in institutional capital markets? Take a front row seat during our Oxford Style Debate, where our experts will fight their corner to deliver the knockout argument to claim victory.

Leonid Hmelnitsky, Independent Expert, former Head of Global Equity Trading at Mellon Capital 
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13:00 pm – 14:00 pm EQUITIES LEADERS SUMMIT CHAMPAGNE ROUNDTABLES: LUNCH AND DRINKS TO BE SERVED

Join our Chatham House Equities Working Groups, where you will have the option to join a roundtable with 10 of your peers. Take the perfect opportunity before you leave to share ideas and best practice 
processes with your equities peers around a particular challenge or opportunity and walk away with practical solutions which you can apply when you are back at your desk.

CHAMPAGNE ROUNDTABLE 1 CHAMPAGNE ROUNDTABLE 2 CHAMPAGNE ROUNDTABLE 3 CHAMPAGNE ROUNDTABLE 4

How can you better interpret body 
language and non-verbal cues to gain 
trust in the workplace and gain a 
competitive edge?

How can the buy side and sell 
side collaborate to drive mutually 
beneficial initiatives forward and 
continue to create a more efficient 
market structure for all?

How centralised dealing desks can best 
consolidate the execution function of 
multiple assets?

What smaller desks can do to up their 
game in the one-size-fits-all market 
structure in the US?

Hosted by Brendan Gorman, Senior 
Trading Vice President, Lazard Asset 
Management

Hosted by Scott Tucker, Vice President, 
Trading, Mesirow Financial Equity 
Management (TBC) 

Hosted by Robin Dreeke,Author, former FBI 
Special Agent and Chief of the Counterintelligence 
Behavioural Analysis Program

(Selected sell side heads will be invited to 
this session)

Close of Conference2:30 pm

Hosted by Leonid Hmelnitsky,Independent 
Expert, former Head of Global Equity Trading at 
Mellon Capital
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